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therefore greater potential for the plants to take up food

and moisture.

Ihave had to tie back the apricots because of the

winds, and they are standing up well, so we are

looking forward towards some fresh apricots for

breakfast. The wind is a big problem on this site, as

some of you may remember me saying before, so I have

invested in wind screening along the south-western side

of the allotment.

This may obscure a small percentage of sunlight,

but with the reflective ground cover (mentioned last

month) I think I will make up the loss, and maintain a

degree of soil moisture. So the benefits I am looking for

are less damage to the soft fruits and reduced wind

burn on the vegetable leaves. I am lucky to have a fence

to attach it to, and with cable ties the job was easy,

even on a windy day.

Isuppose I have invested in a lot of ‘extras’, many

of which my plot neighbour Ron would think

unnecessary – such as the windbreak fabric, reflective

ground cover under the soft fruit, and weed-

suppressing fabric. Many of these ‘extras’ are widely

used on allotments in Europe.

My theory is that if EM suppresses disease-inducing

organisms, then planting distances can be closer. If the

distances are less, then shade could become a greater

problem, so reflective ground cover becomes a sensible

option. Also, growing tall plants closer together raises

the argument for wind protection because there is more

resistance from denser planting and therefore an

increased chance of damage. The weed control mat is

also needed to stop a repetition of the cow parsley

syndrome occurring in the rows or paths on the

allotment.

I think the cost of these extras will partly be covered

by the greater amount of produce. We will see.

Andrew

EM treated ‘Scarlet Emperor’ runner beans showing
outstanding root development
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